Dynamic scaling functions and amplitude ratios of stochastic models with energy conservation above Tc.
Dynamical scaling functions above Tc for the characteristic frequencies and the dynamical correlation functions of the order parameter and the conserved density of model C are calculated in one loop order. By a proper exponentiation procedure these results can be extended in order to consider the changes in these functions using the fixed point values and exponents in two loop order. The dynamical amplitude ratio R of the characteristic frequencies is generalized to the critical region. Surprisingly the decay of the shape functions at large scaled frequency does not behave as expected from applying scaling arguments. The exponent upsilon of the decay does not change when going from the critical to the hydrodynamic region although the shape functions change. The value of upsilon for the order parameter is in agreement with its value in the critical region, whereas for the conserved density it is equal to 2, the value in the hydrodynamic region.